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A-Table designed by jehs+laub
The A-Table by jehs+laub makes a clear statement in any café, seminar, training room, or
space that requires flexibility. This ideal working table utilizes clean lines and good design
to hide its functional complexity. What you don’t see at first glance is that the A-Table is a
stackable, easy to operate, folding table. A perfect match for the A-Chair, the eye-catching
A-frame of the base borders the table on either side with a distinctive style that reveals the
collection’s namesake.
The A-Table is easy to assemble and breakdown. This sophisticated folding table is a
beautiful option for cafés, seminar, training, and meeting rooms where flexible options are
key. The A-Table is also offered as a stationary conference table for the same beautiful
design in a more permanent setting.
The A-Table epitomizes a lightweight, delicate style thanks to the uniquely beveled table top.
The leg-folding mechanism features a covert design, hidden entirely with no unnecessary
hardware obscuring the A-Table’s sleek design. The folding leg tables are offered with flat
edge profiles or optional beveled edge profiles. The sides of the table are always flat edges
to facilitate using tables side by side. Conference tables always feature beveled edges on
each side of the table and rounded corners to add elegance and echo the iconic design of
the ‘A’ frame base.
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- Continued The A-Table features stacking protectors built in to the underside of the table This feature,
adjacent to the folding leg mechanism, allows for easy stacking and storing of the A-Table
with no risk of scratching the table surface. A weighted mechanism allows these stacking
protectors to fold down when the table is engaged in a normal position but stand upright
when the table is flipped on its top. This means every time you flip the table and prepare to
fold the legs away; the stacking buffers are waiting in the perfect position.
The A-Table is a minimalist beauty with clean lines and good design. This highly functional
table line includes the characteristic style of the A-Collection with its eye-catching,
unmistakable design. Delicate details set A-Table apart from other folding tables. Distinctively
elegant features like the beveled edge design combine with the utilitarian functionality of the
folding leg mechanism to make a truly unique piece of furniture.
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